Board of Trustees Reopening Plans Update
July 16, 2020
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PUBLIC HEALTH UPDATE

Dr. Monika Roy, Santa Clara County Public Health Department

SCCOE: Equity | Diversity | Inclusion | Partnership
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COVID-19 Dashboard
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COVID-19 Cases January – July 11
Among Children and Youth in Santa Clara County
Age Group

Cases

Rate per 100,000

1-4
5-9

115
163

130
166

10-14
15-17

194
139

190
107

18 - 20
21 – 49

244
3410

310
437

50 – 64
65+

1278
327
947
305
Rates among school children are lower as compared to adults

(Data as of 7/11/2020)

Rate of COVID-19 Cases Among Age Groups By Week

• Case rates increasing in all age groups
• Greatest case rate increase in 18-20 and 21-49 year olds
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PPE UPDATE
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CalOES PPE Allocation to SCCOE
Districts/Charters
Status as of 7/14/20
TOTAL
ALLOCATION

RECEIVED
BY SCCOE

DISTRIBUTED
TO DISTRICTS

K-6 Cloth Masks

315,678

Not avail until end of July or early
Aug.

K-6 Disposable Masks

315,678

No ETA as of 7/14/20

7-12 Cloth Masks

252,014

Not avail until end of July or early
Aug.

7-12 Disposable Masks

252,014

Adult Cloth Masks

54,030

Adult Disposable Masks

108,060

109,000

YES

N95 Masks

4,800

4,800

In next round

Face Shields

52,192

52,272

YES

Thermometers

2,500

1,550 (shorted 950)

YES

Hand Sanitizers

7,500 1 gallon

56,808 16.9 oz

YES

253,000

YES

Not avail until end of July or early
Aug.

The Science Behind the School Opening Guidance

Dynamics of COVID19 Transmission
Efficacy of Face Coverings and Distancing Interventions
Fomite/Surface Transmission of the Virus
Temperature Screening

WEBINAR REMINDER
The SCCOE will host a “The Science Behind the School Opening Guidance”
webinar
Friday, July 17th from 10am-11:30am
Fill out the interest form at https://tinyurl.com/GuidanceScience
SCCOE: Equity | Diversity | Inclusion | Partnership
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EDUCATOR TESTING AT SCCOE
The SCCOE is scheduled to host a pop-up testing site specifically for district
staff in Santa Clara County at 1290 Ridder Park

July 21-22 10:00am-3:00pm daily

SCCOE: Equity | Diversity | Inclusion | Partnership
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COVID Testing Available for Santa Clara County
Educators
•
•
•
•
•

Tuesday, July 21st (10 a.m. – 3 p.m.)
Wednesday, July 22nd (10 a.m. – 3 p.m.)
Available for any district staff in Santa Clara County
No prior registration required
No fees

SCCOE: Equity | Diversity | Inclusion | Partnership
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SCCOE Ongoing Community Testing
• Starting on Tuesday July 28, 2020 the SCCOE will be open
for educator and community testing

•
•
•
•

San Jose Room 10-3pm
Available for anyone in Santa Clara County
No prior registration required
No fees

SCCOE: Equity | Diversity | Inclusion | Partnership
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SB-98 EDUCATION FINANCE: EDUCATION
OMNIBUS BUDGET TRAILER BILL
SUMMARY

SB 98 Section 34 Distance Learning

SCCOE: Equity | Diversity | Inclusion | Partnership
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Instructional Minutes
● Requires LEAs to provide the following minimum instructional minutes per school day: 180
for kindergarten; 230 for grades 1 to 3; 240 for grades 4 to 12; 180 for dual enrolled,
special part-time, and continuation students.
● Waives the annual instructional minutes requirements.
● Waives all physical education instructional minutes requirements
● Defines instructional minutes as: for in-person, minutes under the immediate physical
supervision and control of a certificated teacher; for distance learning, time value of
assignments as determined by the LEA’s certificated teacher; for hybrid model, can
combine in-person instruction with assignments made under the general supervision of a
certificated teacher.

SCCOE: Equity | Diversity | Inclusion | Partnership
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Instructional Days
● Clarifies that districts must continue to provide 180 days of instruction. Defines a day of
instruction as “a day in which all pupils are scheduled for the length of the day established
by the LEA’s board in a classroom under the immediate supervision of a certificated
employee or in distance learning that meets the minimum requirements described in this
part.”
● States that “For the 2020-21 school year, a LEA shall satisfy the annual instructional day
requirements… through in-person instruction or a combination of in-person instruction and
distance learning…” (EC 43502(c))

SCCOE: Equity | Diversity | Inclusion | Partnership
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Reporting, Attendance, and Fiscal
Penalties
● Creates requirements for reporting attendance during distance learning, including a weekly
engagement record documenting synchronous or asynchronous instruction.
● Provides fiscal penalties for failing to meet 180 instructional days or minutes requirements,
failure to meet daily participation requirements, failure to provide a weekly engagement
record, and student absence.
● Defines daily participation as evidence of participation in online activities, completion of
assignments, and contact between the LEA and pupil or parents. Failure to meet daily
participation requirements will result in being marked absent and a reduction in ADA.
● ADA in 20/21 shall be based on ADA reported in 19/20 for both the second period and the
annual period apportionment that included all full school months from July 1, 2019, to
February 29, 2020, inclusive, and extended year average daily attendance attributed to the
2019–20 school year
SCCOE: Equity | Diversity | Inclusion | Partnership
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Learning Continuity and Attendance
Plan
●

●

Instead of a 20/21 LCAP, requires all schools to adopt a learning continuity and attendance plan by 9/30/20. Defines
the required process for stakeholder input, notification to the public, presentations to parent advisory groups, board
review and adoption, options for providing input remotely, filing with the county superintendent and SPI, and posting
the plan. Requires the state board to adopt a template for the learning continuity and attendance plan by 8/30/20.
States that the learning continuity and attendance plan shall include specific information including 1) how the LEA will
provide continuity of learning and address the impact of COVID-19 on pupils, staff and the community, and the specific
actions and expenditures it will take; 2) actions the LEA will take to provide in-person instruction whenever possible
particularly for pupils who have experienced or are at risk of experiencing learning loss; 3) plans for distance learning
including how the LEA will - provide a full curriculum of substantially similar quality if there is a transition, ensure
access to devices and connectivity for all pupils, measure participation and assess pupil progress through live contact
and synchronous instructional minutes and assignments, provide PD to staff to support distance learning, the new
roles and responsibilities of staff, provide additional supports for certain groups of pupils, measure learning loss,
measure effectiveness of services and supports, provide PD and resources to address COVID-19 trauma, monitor and
support pupil and staff mental health, provide pupil engagement and outreach including tiered reengagement
strategies, and provide school nutrition. The plan shall describe how state and federal funding is used to support each
of these efforts including actions and expenditures, how the LEA is increasing or improving services in proportion to
funds generated by unduplicated pupils, and a description of federal funds that were used to backfill reductions to
LCFF

SCCOE: Equity | Diversity | Inclusion | Partnership
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ReOPening of School 2020
Guidelines...Senate Bill 98
Professional Development
Stakeholder Forum Input
Task Force

Special Board Meeting
July 16, 2020
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Roadmap to School Reopening Fall 2020
June 30th
Santa Clara
County
Public Health
issues
guidelines
for school
reopening.

July 14th
July 9th
Memo to
teacher
regarding
Fall Updates

Teacher forum
to discuss
school
reopening
updates.

July 12-13th
July 8th
Leadership
Meeting to
validate
school
reopening
plan

Phone/Zoom
Meeting with
Frances and
Fadi to discuss
reopening
updates
July 13th
Parent Forum
to receive
feedback and
input
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Guiding Principles

safety

g
Rigoro
us
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Governor Newsome’s signing message...

“The preferred method of instruction will always be inperson; students gain the most from the relationships
developed through in-person interactions. However, it is
the expectation of the state that if a school offers hybrid
or mixed-delivery instructional models, it will do so
through a framework of maximum teacher student
engagement, with plans in place to ensure that no child
falls through the cracks. This balance of flexibility for
schools and instructional accountability is essential to
navigate the COVID-19 pandemic while minimizing the
impact on educational disruption on student learning.”
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Guiding Principles
● Safety

● Equity

● Rigorous and Responsive Teaching and Learning

● Partnership
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Enhanced Safety Protocols
● High quality air filters
● Daily disinfecting of high touch surfaces & restrooms
● Sneeze guards in front offices, specialized service providers,
small group instruction
● Hand sanitizing stations in each classroom
● Classroom set-up allowing for physical distancing 3-6 feet
● Incorporating outdoor learning experiences when possible
● Staggered traffic flow for dismissal; Multi points of entry
● Visitors to campus limited/no non-essential visitors
● Face Shields for teachers and students
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Instructional Minutes Requirement
Whether schooling is online or in person, Senate Bill 98 (43501)-state’s minimum daily instructional minutes requirement:
● 180 for kindergarten
● 230 minutes for grades 1 through 3,
● 240 minutes for grades 4 through 12.
Expectation for schools:
Tracking and Accounting of Attendance and Student Engagement
“In-person instruction to the greatest extent practicable”
Distance learning must include synchronous instruction
supplemented with asynchronous learninng tasks
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Distance learning Day
Attendance
Check 8AM

Engagement
Monitoring

Content
Assessment

Intervention for
Non Engaged
Students

Synchronous
Teaching (812)

Differentiation
Support (pm)
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Fall Distance Learning Schedule
8/17/2020 - TBD

Distance
Learning
8:00 - 12:00

Monday

Distance
learning

Tuesday

Distance
learning

12:00 - 1:00
1:00 - 3:00

Wednesday

Distance
Learning
(8AM - 11AM)
11-12
Teacher Prep

Thursday

Friday

Distance
learning

Distance
learning

Lunch Break
Small Group
One:One
ELD
SEL

Differentiation

Small Group
One:One
ELD
SEL

Differentiation

Teacher PD
Individual
Grade Level
Staff Meeting

Differentiation

Small Group
One:One
ELD
SEL

Differentiation

Small Group
One:One
ELD
SEL

Differentiation
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Sample 90 min block
5 - Review/Intro
15 - Direct Instruction
30 - Independent Work
During 30 Inde. Work
● Small Group
● Break Out Groups
● Reteaching
30 Clarify
Share
Direct Instruction
Additional time for inde. Work
Check for Understanding
Informal/Formal Assessment
10 - Closure/Transition

Note: Schedule of the day will look differently for combination classes, grade level, and coring
middle school teams.
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Intervention Support Model
● Non Engaged Students will be
invited to school as an intervention
approach.

Non Engaged
Students

● Students will be supervised with an
after school program staff
member to support with online
connection and completing
assignments.
Considerations:
● Criteria for non-engaged students
● Grade Level Expectations
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Multi Tier System of Support (MTSS)
Tier 1 (All Students)

●
●
●
●
●

Zoom/Google Meet: Whole group and small group instruction and collaboration
See Saw: Learning Management Platform to house assignments and parent portal
Gradual Release of Responsibility; Student Response and interaction; Multi modes of
response and access (text, videos, art, etc.)
Standards Aligned Tasks and Assessments
Frequent and specific feedback to students

Tier 2 (approximately 15-25% of students)
● Double dose of small targeted group instruction in pm
● Differentiated/scaffolded task assignments
● Phone Call Check in/Prompts
● Weekly conference call with student/parent
● Individual Motivation Incentives
● SEL small group/ zoom check ins
Tier 3 (approximately 5-10% of students);
● Supervised Distance Learning on campus
● Coaching/mentoring support by Expanded Learning staff
● Individualized SEL support; referral to external providers
● Assigned mentor
● 1:1 Instruction
● Principal conference weekly with student/parent
● Intersession support
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Professional DEvelopment - distance learning
Teacher Professional Development
●

4 micro credential courses from International Society Technology Education
(ISTE) to support with distance teaching

●

Each course ranges from 1-2 hours, we will designate 8 hours of professional
development time to complete the courses.

●

Skills covered in the summer learning session: collaboration, access, equity,
digital citizenship, formative assessment, learning design, social emotional
learning, and universal design for learning

●
●

Option 1

Option 2

Complete the training in the
summer weeks.

Complete the training during
the PD dates in August

Teachers will also learn specific tools to support their teaching from Mr. Lee
Goal: baseline understanding and application of distance teaching.
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Professional Development Resources:
20 plus webinars
K-12 Online Teaching Academy | Connie L. Lurie College
of Education
Features a 1-1.5 hour presentation and conversation on a
different topic with a current educator along with links to
their slides and additional resources.

29 plus courses and much more!
Santa Clara County Office of Education Catalog
Digital badges and micro-credentials on topics such as
integrating technology for student learning, Sketchnoting,
Growth Mindset, and Culturally Responsive Pedagogies.
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Tips for Virtual Teaching….
Teaching Remotely in Times of Need - A PowerPoint slide
deck loaded with ideas for teaching online. Includes the
importance of Universal Design for Learning principles.

bit.ly/gsuite4col - A website dedicated to best practices
using Google Classroom

Resources For Teaching Online Due To School Closures
This guide will give you insights into how educators around
the world are approaching school closures.
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8/11
First Day Back
PD Day

8/13
Staff Meeting - AM
PD Day - PM

8/12
PD Day

“

8/14
Virtual Classroom
Set Up
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Questions/Feedback from Teachers - 1 of 2
update

-K12 Teaching Academy - Building Vocabulary through DL K-2 (See Ms.
Emerson) ---- see provided link
-Checking student work in real time.Mr. Lee will share tools to check student
work in real time.
-NearPod, Screencast, SeeSaw training from Mr. Lee
-Prime the learning environment Clear guidelines and expectations to be
shared with parents
-Messaging school expectations to parents Edy is currently working on a
newsletter to inform families of Fall Distance learning expectations
-Whiteboards/Marker for students in discussion
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Questions/Feedback from Teachers - 2 of 2
update

-Clever one click access login access? Currently looking into Clever
-Kinder/1st Grade parent workshop in small groups in discussion
-Recognizing that various grade levels have different format/structure to the
learning day. Acknowledged and will work with grade levels to design
appropriate structured learning day.
-How do we ensure 100% (or close to) participation? In discussion
-Bandwidth? Wifi Access? Hotspot purchasing or making the school site
available for students without access
-Chunking the day to be mindful of screen fatigue in discussion
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Feedback/Questions from Families
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Distance Learning until when? Will we return to Half
Day?
Computer fatigue for primary grades (K-2)
Hand-eye coordination development
Infusion on motor skill development (virtually)
Paper and pencil packet to develop motor skills and
reduce screen time.
Distance Learning structure? Format?
Flex schedule for working parents, staggering schedule to
with clear guidelines on what to complete for the week.
Distance learning for single-parent families - how do we
support all families?
Discussion on possible daycare?
Live time instruction, notification to parents as soon as
37
possible.

Feedback/Questions from Families
● Expectations for middle school (6-8)
● How do we support struggling learners?
● Considering the use of outdoor space, face covering,
and alternative solutions.
● Students with existing services will continue services
● Lunch and breakfast will still be available regardless of
learning model.
● Resume to physical learning based on guidelines from
county public health.
● Acknowledging the needs of all students (fidgety
students)
● One to One Reading support for struggling readers.
● Set tech support for non tech guardians
● 100% participation? How do we ensure all students are
38
engaged in the learning process?

Fall 2020 Proposed Model

100%

Distance
learning*

* Teachers will have the option (voluntarily opt in) for in person classroom teaching.
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Distance Learning GENERIC SCHEDULE
8-12
○ 90 min - ELA - 1.5 h
■ 10 min direct instruction
■ 30 min break out
■ 10 min review
■ 40 review/share
○

Assessment:
Engagement and content
assessment

10 break

○ 90 min - Math - 1.5
○

10 break

○ 40 min - History/Science
■ Minimum Requirement
--- Lunch --- (12-1)
1-3 pm
● 1:1 Support
● ELD Support
● Small Group
● SEL

Refinements
developed with
leadership/grade
level team
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Safe to return to face to face instruction

3-5% transmission rate in county

Adequate Personal Protective Equipment

Adequate personnel to implement safety protocols (screening, cleaning)

LB ZIP
CODE
95128
7-13-2020
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Near
by ZIP
CODE
95126
7-13-2020

Zip code for
Trace
elementary
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Near
by
zip
code
95125
7-13-2020
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Near
by zip
code

95117
7-13-2020
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